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Abstract. Answering a question raised by S. Friedland, we show that the possible
eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices (or compact operators) A, B, and C with C ≤
A+B are given by the same inequalities as in Klyachko’s theorem for the case where
C = A + B, except that the equality corresponding to tr(C) = tr(A) + tr(B) is
replaced by the inequality corresponding to tr(C) ≤ tr(A) + tr(B). The possible
types of finitely generated torsion modules A, B, and C over a discrete valuation
ring such that there is an exact sequence B → C → A are characterized by the same
inequalities.
Introduction
A. Klyachko [10], cf. [13], [6], [7], has shown that the possible eigenvalues α, β, γ
of Hermitian n by n matrices A, B, C with C = A+B are characterized by a certain
list of inequalities, together with the trace equality
∑
γi =
∑
αi+
∑
βi. Combined
with the solution of the saturation conjecture by A. Knutson and T. Tao [11], cf.
[2], [3], one can show that this list of inequalities is exactly that conjectured by A.
Horn [8]. P. Belkale [1] showed that that a smaller list of inequalities is sufficient,
and Knutson, Tao, and C. Woodward [12] have announced that this smaller list is
actually minimal. This story, with more of the history and references, can be found
in [7].
Eigenvalues (and all n-tuples of real numbers) are always written in descending
order, so we start with the 3n− 3 inequalities
(†) α1 ≥ α2 ≥ . . . ≥ αn, β1 ≥ β2 ≥ . . . ≥ βn, γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥ . . . ≥ γn.
S. Friedland [4] subsequently gave a characterization of the inequalities satisfied by
the eigenvalues α, β, γ of Hermitian n by n matrices A, B, and C with C ≤ A+B,
i.e., such that A+B−C is positive semidefinite. His inequalities included those of
Klyachko, together with the trace inequality
(††)
n∑
i=1
γi ≤
n∑
i=1
αi +
n∑
i=1
βi,
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but they also included some other inequalities that are less easy to describe. For
n = 2 and n = 3, however, he showed that these extra inequalities are superfluous.
In this paper we show that these extra inequalities are always superfluous, so
that the natural generalization of Klyachko et al. to the majorization situation is
valid.
The inequalities of Horn or Klyachko have the form
(†IJK)
∑
k∈K
γk ≤
∑
i∈I
αi +
∑
i∈J
βj
where (I, J,K) vary over certain subsets of the same cardinality r of the index set
[n] = {1, . . . , n}, 1 ≤ r ≤ n− 1. If, for I = {i1 < . . . < ir} we set
λ(I) = (ir − r, . . . , i2 − 2, i1 − 1),
then (I, J,K) is on the Horn/Klyachko list exactly when the Littlewood-Richardson
coefficient c
λ(K)
λ(I) λ(J) of the three corresponding partitions is positive. The minimal
list of inequalities of Belkale-Knutson-Tao-Woodward consists of those (†IJK) for
which c
λ(K)
λ(I)λ(J) = 1, together with the trace equality and the inequalities (†), for
n ≥ 3. (For n = 2 the inequalites (†) follow from the others.)
Theorem 1. A triple α, β, γ satisfying (†) occurs as the eigenvalues of n by n
Hermitian matrices A, B, C with C ≤ A + B if and only if they satisfy (††) and
(†IJK) for all (I, J,K) of cardinality r < n such that c
λ(K)
λ(I)λ(J) = 1.
In fact, granting the minimality assertion of [12], we show that these inequalities
(†), (††), and (†IJK) are a minimal list of inequalities for this majorization problem,
for all n ≥ 1.
As in [4], this generalizes to give an infinite list of inequalities for eigenvalues of
compact self-adjoint nonnegative operators A, B, C with C ≤ A+B.
As in [6] and [7], the same assertions are valid for real symmetric matrices (or
operators) or for quaternionic Hermitian matrices. All the results extend to sums
of m rather than two factors; these generalizations are given in Section 2.
As explained in [7], Klyachko’s theorem has analogues in several other areas
of mathematics, such as representation theory, algebra, and combinatorics. The
same is true of the stronger theorems presented here. In particular, the inequalities
in Theorem 1, when restricted to the case where α, β, and γ are partitions, are
equivalent to the conditions that γ is contained in1 some partition γ˜ such that the
Littlewood- Richardson coefficient c γ˜α β is positive, and also to the condition that
α and β contain partitions α˜ and β˜ such that c γ
α˜ β˜
is positive. A consequence is a
simple criterion for there to be homomorphisms putting three given finite abelian
p-groups in an exact sequence. More generally, recall that the type of a finitely
generated torsion module A over any discrete valuation ring R is the partition
α : α1 ≥ . . . ≥ αn such that A is isomorphic to R/p
α1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ R/pαn , where p is
the maximal ideal of R. Then we have:
1A partition γ˜ contains a partition γ if γ˜i ≥ γi for all i, i.e., the Young diagram of γ˜ contains
that of γ. In this case we write γ˜ ⊃ γ.
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Theorem 2. For any discrete valuation ring R, there is an exact sequence
B → C → A
of R-modules of types β, γ, and α (all partitions of lengths at most n) if and only
if they satisfy the inequalities (†), (††), and (†IJK) for all (I, J,K) of cardinality
r < n such that c
λ(K)
λ(I)λ(J) = 1.
This is a minimal list of inequalities. More general results appear in Section 2.
One naturally expects Theorem 1 to be a consequence of Klyachko’s theorem,
since an inequality C ≤ A(1) + . . . + A(m) is equivalent to the existence of an
A(m + 1) with nonpositive eigenvalues such that C = A(1) + . . . + A(m + 1).
This means that the polyhedral cone describing the majorization problem is a
projection of a polyhedral cone describing the equality problem with one more
factor. Computing explicit inequalities to describe the projection of a polyhedral
cone, however, is seldom easy, and it is exactly this that leads to the extraneous
and inexplicit inequalities of [4].
Our proof does depend on the Klyachko case of equality, but not by a projection.
The essential point is to show that if some inequality (†IJK) is an equality, then
the triple (α, β, γ) splits into two triples, one (α′, β′, γ′) of length r (consisting of
those αi for i ∈ I, βj for j ∈ J and γk for k ∈ K), and one (α
′′, β′′, γ′′) of length
n − r (consisting of the others). We show that (α′, β′, γ′) satisfies the conditions
to be the eigenvalues of r by r Hermitian matrices A′, B′, C′ with C′ = A′ + B′,
and, by induction, that (α′′, β′′, γ′′) satisfies the conditions to be the eigenvalues of
n − r by n − r Hermitian matrices A′′, B′′, C′′ with C′′ ≤ A′′ + B′′. The direct
sums A = A′ ⊕A′′, B = B′ ⊕B′′, and C = C′ ⊕ C′′ then do the trick.
To prove that these inductive conditions are satisfied involves a little Schubert
calculus, which is carried out in the first section. This deduces some nonzero
intersections in a Grassmann variety Gr(r, n) of r-planes in Cn from nonzero in-
tersections in Gr(p, r) or Gr(p, n − r) for smaller p. This can be regarded as a
contribution from the Schubert calculus side of the general problem, emphasized in
[7], of understanding why all the conditions in the variations of Klyachko’s theorem
are inductive, i.e., their answers for given n are determined by knowing the answers
to the same questions for smaller n.
We thank H. Derksen, J. Weyman, J. Harris, and A. Buch for stimulating dis-
cussions that led to the proof given here, and S. Friedland for raising the question
and suggesting improvements.
Section 1. Preliminaries from Schubert calculus
We start by fixing some notation.
A subset I of [n] = {1, . . . , n} is always written in increasing order, so that
I = {i1 < i2 < . . . < ir}. For a subset P of [r] of cardinality x, set
IP = {ip | p ∈ P} = {ip1 < . . . < ipx},
a subset of [n] of cardinality x. For P a subset of [n− r] of cardinality y, set
I+P = I ∪ (I
c)P ,
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where Ic denotes the complement of I in [n]; this is a subset of [n] of cardinality r+y.
For m-tuples I = (I(1), . . . , I(m)) and P = (P (1), . . . , P (m)) of such subsets, we
write IP for (I(1)P (1), . . . , I(m)P (m)), and I
+
P for (I(1)
+
P (1), . . . , I(m)
+
P (m)).
For subsets H and I of [n] of the same cardinality r, we write H ≤ I if H =
{h1 < . . . < hr} and I = {i1 < . . . < ir} with ha ≤ ia for 1 ≤ a ≤ r. Equivalently,
|H ∩ [k]| ≥ |I ∩ [k]| for 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Let V be an n-dimensional complex vector space, and let
F• : 0 = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fn = V
be a complete flag of subspaces of V . For a subset I of [n] of cardinality r, the
Schubert variety ΩI(F•) is the subvariety of the Grassmannian Gr(r, V ) of r-planes
in V defined by
ΩI(F•) = {L ∈ Gr(r, V ) | dim(L ∩ Fik) ≥ k for 1 ≤ k ≤ r}.
The class of ΩI(F•) in the cohomology ring H
∗(Gr(r, n)) = H∗(Gr(r, V )), which
is independent of choice of the flag F•, is denoted ωI . If λ = (λ1, . . . , λr), with
λk = n−r+k−ik, this class is also denoted σλ; the complex codimension of ΩI(F•)
is |λ| =
∑r
i=1 λi, so we have
σλ = ωI = [ΩI(F•)] ∈ H
2|λ|(Gr(r, n)).
The Schubert variety ΩI(F•) is the closure of the Schubert cell Ω
◦
I(F•), which is the
set of subspaces L such that the jumps in the sequence
0 = dim(L ∩ F0) ≤ dim(L ∩ F1) ≤ . . . ≤ dim(L ∩ Fn) = r
occur exactly at the integers in I; that is, I = {i ∈ [n] | L ∩ Fi 6= L ∩ Fi−1}. For a
fixed flag, every r-dimensional subspace L of V belongs to a unique Schubert cell.
We use the well-known fact (cf. [5], §10) that
ΩI(F•) =
⋃
J≤I
Ω◦J(F•) .
Lemma 1. Let H and I be subsets of [n] of cardinality r with H ≤ I.
(i) If P and Q are subsets of [r] of cardinality x with P ≤ Q, then HP ≤ IQ
(as subsets of [n] of cardinality x).
(ii) If P and Q are subsets of [n−r] of cardinality y with P ≤ Q, then H+P ≤ I
+
Q
(as subsets of [n] of cardinality r + y).
Proof. The proof of (i) is trivial: hpk ≤ hqk ≤ iqk . With the assumptions of (ii), it
follows from (i) that I+P ≤ I
+
Q , so it suffices to show that H
+
P ≤ I
+
P . Any H ≤ I can
be obtained from I by a succession of moves, each of which decreases one integer,
leaving the others alone. We may therefore assume that, for some k ∈ [r] and some
m ∈ [n], ha = ia for a 6= k, and hk = m−1, ik = m. The complementary sequences
satisfy hca = i
c
a for a 6= m − k, while i
c
m−k = m − 1 and h
c
m−k = m. Therefore
H+P = I
+
P if P contains m− k, and H
+
P < I
+
P otherwise.
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Let U be a subspace of V of dimension r. A complete flag F• on V determines a
complete flag F•U on U and a complete flag F•W on W = V/U , which are defined
as follows. Let I = {i1 < . . . < ir} be the set such that U is in Ω
◦
I(F•). Set
FkU = Fik ∩ U, 1 ≤ k ≤ r.
With Ic = {ic1 < . . . < i
c
n−r}, set
FkW = (U + Fic
k
)/U, 1 ≤ k ≤ n− r.
From the isomorphism (U + Fi)/U ∼= Fi/Fi ∩ U it follows that Fi ∩ U = Fi−1 ∩ U
if and only if U + Fi 6= U + Fi−1.
Lemma 2. Let U be in a Schubert variety ΩI(F•) in Gr(r, V ).
(i) If X is a subspace of U of dimension x, with X in ΩP (F•U) in Gr(x, U),
then X is in ΩIP (F•) in Gr(x, V ).
(ii) If Y is a subspace of W of dimension y, with Y in ΩP (F•W ) in Gr(y,W ),
and Y = Z/U , then Z is in ΩI+
P
(F•) in Gr(r + y, V ).
Proof. For (i), if U ∈ Ω◦H(F•) and X ∈ Ω
◦
Q(F•U), then by Lemma 1(i), HQ ≤ IP ,
so ΩHQ(F•) ⊂ ΩIP (F•). So we may assume U ∈ Ω
◦
I(F•) and X ∈ Ω
◦
P (F•U). Then
the jumps in the sequence dim(U ∩ Fi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, occur at i ∈ I, and the jumps
of the sequence dim(X ∩ Fi) occur at i ∈ IP , so X ∈ Ω
◦
IP
(F•), which proves (i).
For (ii), using Lemma 1(ii) similarly, we may assume U ∈ Ω◦I(F•) and Y ∈
Ω◦P (F•W ). The jumps in the sequence dim(Y ∩ FkW ), 1 ≤ k ≤ n − r, occur at k
in P . So the jumps in the sequence
dim(Z ∩ (Fi + U)), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
occur at i in IcP . It follows that the jumps in the sequence dim(Z ∩ Fi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
must occur at i in I∪IcP . For if i /∈ I∪I
c
P , then U∩Fi = U∩Fi−1 and Z∩(Fi+U) =
Z∩ (Fi−1+U), and these imply that Z ∩Fi = Z ∩Fi−1. Therefore Z is in Ω
◦
I
+
P
(F•),
which proves (ii).
Proposition 1. Suppose I(1), . . . , I(m) are subsets of [n] of cardinality r, with∏m
s=1 ωI(s) 6= 0 in H
∗(Gr(r, n)).
(i) If P (1), . . . , P (m), subsets of [r] of cardinality x, have
∏m
s=1 ωP (s) 6= 0 in
H∗(Gr(x, r)), then
∏m
s=1 ωI(s)P (s) 6= 0 in H
∗(Gr(x, n)).
(ii) If P (1), . . . , P (m), subsets of [n−r] of cardinality y, have
∏m
s=1 ωP (s) 6= 0
in H∗(Gr(y, n− r)), then
∏m
s=1 ωI(s)+
P(s)
6= 0 in H∗(Gr(r + y, n)).
Proof. We use the fact (cf. [7], §4) that for m general flags F•(1), . . . , F•(m), the
intersection ∩ms=1ΩI(s)F•(s) is not empty if and only if the product
∏m
s=1 ωI(s) of
their classes is not zero. Moreover, for arbitrary flags F•(s), if the product of the
classes is not zero, then the intersection ∩ms=1ΩI(s)F•(s) cannot be empty.
Take general flags F•(1), . . . , F•(m). There is an r-dimensional subspace U that
is in ∩ms=1ΩI(s)F•(s). In case (i), there is an X in ∩
m
s=1ΩP (s)F•(s)U . By Lemma
2(i), X is in ∩ms=1ΩI(s)P(s)F•(s), which proves (i). In case (ii), there is a Y = Z/U in
∩ms=1ΩP (s)F•(s)W , withW = V/U , and, by Lemma 2(ii), Z is in ∩
m
s=1ΩI(s)+
P (s)
F•(s);
this proves (ii).
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Remark. In case (i), even if both products are the classes of a point, that is, if∏m
s=1 ωI(s) = ω[r] and
∏m
s=1 ωP (s) = ω[x], it does not follow that
∏m
s=1 ωI(s)P (s) =
ω[x], or even that the codimension of this class must be x(n − x). For example,
with n = 4, r = 2, x = 1, and I = ({2, 4}, {2, 4}, {2, 3}), P = ({2}, {2}, {1}),
we have IP = ({4}, {4}, {2}), whose product has codimension 2, not 3. Similarly
in case (ii), one can take I = ({2, 4}, {2, 4}, {1, 4}), P = ({2}, {2}, {1}), with
I+P = ({2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 4}), again with the product of codimension 2, not 3.
We will use standard notation and facts about Littlewood-Richardson coefficients
c γαβ , for which the discussion in [7], §3 should suffice. Note that if the lengths of
the three partitions are at most n, and their widths (their first entries) are at
most N − n, then c γαβ is the coefficient of the class σγ in the product σα · σβ in
H∗(Gr(n,N)). We will also need the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let α, β, γ be partitions, with c γα β > 0. Let γ˜ be a partition with
γ˜ ⊂ γ. Then there are partitions α˜ ⊂ α and β˜ ⊂ β with c γ˜
α˜ β˜
> 0.
Proof. 2 We deduce this from a theorem of Green and Klein [9], which says that for
some (or any) discrete valuation ring, there is a finitely generated torsion module
C of type γ, with a submodule B of type β, whose quotient module A = C/B has
type α, if and only if c γα β is positive. Choose a submodule C˜ of C of type γ˜. Then
B˜ = B ∩ C˜ has type β˜ ⊂ β, and, since A˜ = C˜/B˜ →֒ A, A˜ has type α˜ ⊂ α. By the
Green-Klein theorem again, c γ˜
α˜ β˜
> 0.
Section 2. General theorems and proofs
In the statements of theorems in this section, phrases in brackets indicate al-
ternative versions, meaning that the theorem is true with or without any or all of
these bracketed phrases.
For 1 ≤ r ≤ n and m ≥ 1, as in [7] we let Snr (m) be the set of m-tuples
I = (I(1), . . . , I(m)) of subsets of cardinality r in [n] = {1, . . . , n} such that the
product of the corresponding classes ωI(s) in H
∗(Gr(r, n)) does not vanish:
Snr (m) =
{
I = (I(1), . . . , I(m)) |
m∏
s=1
ωI(s) 6= 0
}
.
Let Rnr (m) be the set of m-tuples I whose product is the class of a point in the
Grassmannian, with coefficient 1:
Rnr (m) =
{
I = (I(1), . . . , I(m)) |
m∏
s=1
ωI(s) = ω[r] ∈ H
2r(n−r)(Gr(r, n))
}
.
We augment these lists for r = n, so that Rnn(m) = S
n
n(m) consists of the set [n]
repeated m times. We set
Sn(m) =
⋃
1≤r≤n
Snr (m), and R
n(m) =
⋃
1≤r≤n
Rnr (m).
The symmetric version of Theorem 1, for any number of factors, is:
2We did not find this fact in the literature, although, when asked, Buch, S. Fomin, J. Stem-
bridge, Tao, and A. Zelevinski quickly produced different proofs of a more combinatorial flavor.
Buch shows in fact that if α ⊂ γ˜, then one can find β˜ ⊂ β with c γ˜
α β˜
> 0.
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Theorem 3. Let α(1), . . . , α(m) be sequences of n-tuples of real numbers, with
α(s) = (α1(s) ≥ α2(s) ≥ . . . ≥ αn(s)). There are complex Hermitian [real sym-
metric] [quaternionic Hermitian] n by n matrices A(1), . . . , A(m) with eigenvalues
α(1), . . . , α(m) and A(1) + . . .+A(m) ≤ 0 if and only if
(†I)
m∑
s=1
∑
i∈I(s)
αi(s) ≤ 0
for all I = (I(1), . . . , I(m)) in Sn(m) [Rn(m)].
Proof. The necessity of the conditions follows immediately from Klyachko’s theo-
rem.3 Indeed, if
∑m
s=1 A(s) ≤ 0, there is a positive semidefinite A(m + 1) with∑m+1
s=1 A(s) = 0. For any I = (I(1), . . . , I(m)) in S
n
r (m), the (m + 1)-tuple I
′ =
(I(1), . . . , I(m), {n−r+1, . . . , n}) is in Snr (m+1) (since ω{n−r+1,... ,n} = 1), and the
inequality (†I′) implies (†I) since all the eigenvalues of A(m+ 1) are nonnegative.
Note that for r = n, the inequality says that
∑m
s=1 tr(A(s)) = tr(
∑m
s=1 A(s)) ≤ 0.
We prove the converse by induction on n, the case n = 1 being trivial. Assume
α(1), . . . , α(m) satisfy the inequalites (†I) for all I ∈ S
n(m). We consider first the
case where there is some I = (I(1), . . . , I(m)) in some Snr (m) for some 1 ≤ r ≤ n
for which the inequality (†I) is satisfied with equality:
∑m
s=1
∑
i∈I(s) αi(s) = 0.
Define r-tuples α′(s), 1 ≤ s ≤ m, by taking the r values αi(s) for i ∈ I(s). In
symbols, if I(s) = {i1(s) < . . . < ir(s)}, then α
′(s) is
αi1(s) ≥ . . . ≥ αir(s).
Define similarly α′′(s), 1 ≤ s ≤ m, by taking the n− r values αi(s) for i /∈ I(s).
Claim. The m-tuple α′(1), . . . , α′(m) satisfies the inequalites (†P) for all P ∈
Sr(m), and the m-tuple α′′(1), . . . , α′′(m) satisfies the inequalites (†P) for all P ∈
Sn−r(m).
To prove the claim, for any P ∈ Sr(m), Proposition 1(i) implies that the m-tuple
IP is in S
r(n). The inequality (†IP ) for α(1), . . . , α(m) is exactly the inequality
(†P) for α
′(1), . . . , α′(m). Similarly by Proposition 1(ii), I+P is in S
n(m), and
the inequality (†I+
P
) for α(1), . . . , α(m) is equivalent to the inequality (†P) for
α′′(1), . . . , α′′(m), as one sees by adding the number
∑m
s=1
∑
i∈I(s) αi(s) = 0 to the
left side.
By the claim, the m-tuple α′(1), . . . , α′(m) satisfies all the inequalities (†P) for
P ∈ Sr(m) of Klyachko’s theorem. By the real version of this theorem ([6] Thm.
3It also follows almost as easily from the proof of the easy half of this theorem: Choose flags
F•(s) with Fk(s) spanned by eigenvectors of A(s) corresponding to its first k eigenvalues. Since∏m
s=1 ωI(s) 6= 0, there is an L in ∩
m
s=1ΩI(s)(F•(s)). If RA(L) denotes the Rayleigh trace (the
trace of L → Cn → Cn → L, where the first map is the inclusion, the second is given by A,
and the third is orthogonal projection onto L), then by the easy Hersch-Zwahlen Lemma (cf. [7],
Prop. 1), with A =
∑m
s=1A(s),
m∑
s=1
∑
i∈I(s)
αi(s) ≤
m∑
s=1
RA(s)(L) = RA(L) ≤ 0,
the last inequality since A is negative semidefinite.
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4, cf [7] §10.7), there are real symmetric r by r matrices A′(1), . . . , A′(m) with
eigenvalues α′(1), . . . , α′(m) and
∑m
s=1 A
′(s) = 0. Similarly, the α′′(1), . . . , α′′(m)
satisfy all the inequalities (†P ) for P ∈ S
n−r(m). By induction, since n − r < n,
there are n − r by n − r real symmetric matrices A′′(1), . . . , A′′(m) with eigen-
values α′′(1), . . . , α′′(m) and
∑m
s=1 A
′′(s) ≤ 0. The direct sum matrices A(s) =(
A′(s) 0
0 A′′(s)
)
are then real symmetric n by n matrices whose eigenvalues are the
given α(1), . . . , α(m), with A(1) + . . .+A(m) ≤ 0.
Now suppose that all the inequalities (†I) are strict, for all I ∈ S
n(m). Since
this is a finite list, we may find a positive ǫ such that, after replacing each αi(s)
by α˜i(s) = αi(s) + ǫ, all the inequalities (†I) are satisfied for α˜(1), . . . , α˜(m), but
at least one holds with equality. By the case just proved, there are real symmetric
A˜(1), . . . , A˜(m) with eigenvalues α˜(1), . . . , α˜(m) and
∑m
s=1 A˜(s) ≤ 0. The matrices
A(s) = A˜(s) − D(ǫ), where D(ǫ) is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries ǫ,
satisfy the required conditions.
To complete the proof of the theorem, we must show that the inequalites (†I)
for I ∈ Sn(m) follow from those for I ∈ Rn(m). This is proved by the method of
Belkale and Woodward. In fact, the proof of Proposition 10 in [7], §7 shows that,
for any weakly decreasing sequences α(1), . . . , α(m) of n real numbers,
max
I∈Sn(m)
m∑
s=1
∑
i∈I(s)
αi(s) = max
I∈Rn(m)
m∑
s=1
∑
i∈I(s)
αi(s).
Corollary. Given weakly decreasing n-tuples α(1), . . . , α(m), γ, there are complex
Hermitian [real symmetric] [quaternionic Hermitian] n by n matrices A(1),. . ., A(m),
C with eigenvalues α(1), . . . , α(m), γ with C ≤ A(1) + . . .+A(m) if and only if
(†IK)
∑
k∈K
γk ≤
m∑
s=1
∑
i∈I(s)
αi(s)
for all I(1), . . . , I(m),K of cardinality r in [n] such that σλ(K) occurs in the product∏m
s=1 σλ(I(s)) [with coefficient 1] in H
∗(Gr(r, n)), for all r ≤ n.
Proof. The theorem for m+ 1 factors is applied to the situation
−A(1)−A(2)− . . .−A(m) + C ≤ 0
which changes signs and reverses the order of the eigenvalues of each A(s). One
uses duality in the Schubert calculus (σλ(I) is dual to ωI) to make the translation.
For details on this translation, see [7], §10.1. Note that the inequality
∑n
i=1 γi ≤∑m
s=1
∑n
i=1 αi(s) is that for I(1) = . . . = I(m) = K = [n], with r = n.
Theorem 1 from the introduction is a special case of this corollary.
If A is a compact, self-adjoint, and positive semidefinite, linear operator on a
separable Hilbert space, there is an orthonormal basis e1, e2, . . . so that Aei = αiei
for all i, with α1 ≥ α2 ≥ . . . , and limαi = 0; these αi are the eigenvalues of A. The
operator is said to be of trace class if
∑∞
i=1 αi <∞. The proof given by Friedland
in [4], §5 applies without change to give the following stronger result:
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Theorem 4. Let α(1), . . . , α(m) and γ be weakly decreasing infinite sequences of
nonnegative numbers that converge to zero. These occur as eigenvalues of compact
self-adjoint operators A(1), . . . , A(m) and C on a real or complex separable Hilbert
space, with C ≤ A(1) + . . . + A(m), if and only if they satisfy the inequalities
(†IK) for all I(1), . . . , I(m),K of cardinality r in [n] such that σλ(K) occurs in
the product
∏m
s=1 σλ(I(s)) [with coefficient 1] in H
∗(Gr(r, n)), for all 1 ≤ r ≤ n <
∞. Moreover, if each sum
∑∞
i=1 αi(s) is finite and
∑∞
i=1 γi =
∑m
s=1
∑∞
i=1 αi(s),
then these inequalities are necessary and sufficient for the existence of operators
A(1), . . . , A(m) and C with these eigenvalues, and C = A(1) + . . .+A(m).
Note that an inequality (†IK) depends only on I and K, and not on n; to get a
list without repeats, one may take n to be the largest integer in K. In contrast to
the case for matrices, as Friedland points out, the resulting list is far from minimal.
Indeed, any finite number of the inequalities (†IK) can be omitted. For m = 2,
the fact that (†IJK) is redundant follows from the fact that for (I, J,K) ∈ S
n
r ,
and any a > n and b > n, the triple (I ∪ {a}, J ∪ {b},K ∪ {c}) is in Scr+1, where
c = a+ b− r − 1. Indeed, the equality
c
λ(K∪{c})
λ(I∪{a})λ(J∪{b}) = c
λ(K)
λ(I) λ(J)
follows from a simple general fact about Littlewood-Richardson coefficients: if λ,
µ, and ν are partitions, with λ1 + µ1 = ν1, then c
ν
λ µ is equal to the Littlewood-
Richardson coefficient for the three partitions obtained from λ, µ, and ν by removing
each of their first entries (cf. [5], Chapter 5). Letting a, b, and therefore c tend to
infinity, one sees that (†IJK) follows from the inequalities (†I∪{a}J∪{b}K∪{c}).
Proposition 2. Let α(1), . . . , α(m) be weakly decreasing sequences of n integers.
The following are equivalent:
(1) The inequality (†I) is valid for all I in S
n(m) [Rn(m)].
(2) There are weakly decreasing sequences α˜(1), . . . , α˜(m) of integers such that
α˜i(s) ≥ αi(s) for 1 ≤ s ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with
∑m
s=1
∑n
i=1 α˜i(s) = 0, such
that α˜(1), . . . , α˜(m) satisfies (†I) for all I in S
n(m) [Rn(m)].
(3) The same assertion as in (2), except that α˜(s) = α(s) for all s 6= s0, for
any choice of s0 ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Proof. The assertions (3)⇒ (2)⇒ (1) are clear. To prove that (1)⇒ (3), it suffices
to show that if
∑m
s=1
∑
i∈I(s) αi(s) < 0, we can increase one of the integers αi(s0)
by 1, leaving the others unchanged, so that all the inequalities (†I) remain valid;
repeating this until the full sum becomes 0 produces the required α˜(s0). If all the
(†I) are strict inequalities, we can simply replace α1(s0) by α1(s0) + 1. Otherwise
take r maximal such that (†I) is an equality for some I ∈ S
n
r (m). As in the proof
of Theorem 3, this partitions the m-tuple α = (α(1), . . . , α(m)) into two m-tuples
α
′ and α′′, satisfying the conditions (†P ) for P in S
r(m) and Sn−r(m) respectively,
and with
∑m
s=1
∑r
i=1 α
′
i(s) = 0. By the maximality of r, all the inequalities (†P )
for α′′ must be strict; otherwise (†I+
P
) would be an equality for α, contradicting
the maximality of r.
Let α˜′′ be obtained from α′′ by increasing α′′1 (s0) by 1, leaving all other val-
ues unchanged. By Theorem 3, α′ and α˜′′ are eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices
A′(1), . . . , A′(m) and A˜′′(1), . . . , A˜′′(m), with
∑m
s=1 A
′(s) = 0 and
∑m
s=1 A˜
′′(s) ≤
0. The direct sums A(s) = A′(s)⊕ A˜′′(s) also have
∑m
s=1 A(s) ≤ 0, so by Theorem
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3 their eigenvalues satisfy the inequalities (†I) for all I ∈ S
n(m). The eigenvalues
of A(s) are α(s) for s 6= s0, while the eigenvalues of A(s0) are obtained from α(s0)
by increasing one αi(s0) by 1 (this i is the smallest integer in [n] not in I(s0)).
Theorem 5. Let α(1), . . . , α(m) and γ be partitions of lengths at most n. The
following are equivalent:
(1) The inequalities (†IK) are valid for all subsets I(1), . . . , I(m),K of [n] of
cardinality r, 1 ≤ r ≤ n, such that σλ(K) occurs in
∏m
s=1 σλ(I(s) [with
coefficient 1] in H∗(Gr(r, n)).
(2) There are complex Hermitian [real symmetric] [quaternionic Hermitian] ma-
trices A(1), . . . , A(m) and C with eigenvalues α(1), . . . , α(m) and γ such
that C ≤ A(1) + . . .+A(m).
(3) There is a partition γ˜ ⊃ γ such that
∑n
i=1 γ˜i =
∑m
s=1
∑n
i=1 αi(s) and the
inequalities (†IK) hold for the same I, K as in (1) for all r < n.
(4) There are partitions α˜(s) ⊂ α(s) so that
∑n
i=1 γi =
∑m
s=1
∑n
i=1 α˜i(s) and
the inequalities (†IK) hold for the same I, K as in (1) for all r < n.
Remark. The partitions α(1), . . . , α(m) and γ˜ in (3), as well as the partitions
α˜(1), . . . , α˜(m) and γ of (4), satisfy the Klyachko conditions, so all the equiva-
lent conditions of [7], §10, Thm. 17 can be substituted, and the list continued.
For example, with V (λ) denoting the irreducible (polynomial) representation of
GL(n,C) of highest weight λ, condition (3) and (4) are equivalent to:
(5) There is a partition γ˜ ⊃ γ such that the representation V (γ˜) occurs in
V (α(1))⊗ . . .⊗ V (α(m)).
(6) There are partitions α˜(s) ⊂ α(s) such that the representation V (γ) occurs
in V (α˜(1))⊗ . . .⊗ V (α˜(m)).
There are also equivalent conditions involving invariant factors:
(7) For some [every] discrete valuation ring R, there exist n by n matrices
A(1), . . . , A(m) with entries in R and invariant factors α(1), . . . , α(m) such
that the product A(1) · . . . · A(m) has invariant factors γ˜ for some γ˜ ⊃ γ.
(8) For some [every] discrete valuation ring R, there is an R-module C of type
γ, with a filtration 0 = C(0) ⊂ C(1) ⊂ . . . ⊂ C(m) = C of submodules such
that C(s)/C(s− 1) is isomorphic to a submodule of a module of type α(s),
for 1 ≤ s ≤ m.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is a case of the Corollary to Theorem 3.
Similarly, the equivalence of (1) and (3) of Proposition 2, applied with m+1 factors
and with s0 = m + 1 corresponding to γ, shows that (1) and (3) are equivalent.
Since (4) clearly implies (1), it remains to show that (3) implies (4). This amounts
to the following assertion. We are given a partition γ˜ ⊃ γ such that σγ˜ appears in
the product
∏m
s=1 σα(s) in H
∗(Gr(n,N)), for any N with N−n ≥ γ˜1. We must find
partitions α˜(s) ⊂ α(s) so that σγ appears in
∏m
s=1 σα˜(s). We argue by induction
on m, the case m = 2 being Lemma 3 in Section 1. For m > 2, there is some σβ
occuring in
∏
s>1 σα(s) such that σγ˜ appears in σα(1) · σβ . By the case for m = 2,
we can find α˜(1) ⊂ α(1) and β˜ ⊂ β so that σγ occurs in σα˜(1) · σβ˜ . By the case
for m − 1, there are α˜(s) ⊂ α(s), 2 ≤ s ≤ m, so that σ
β˜
occurs in
∏
s>1 σα˜(s).
Therefore σγ occurs in
∏m
s=1 σα˜(s), as required.
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Theorem 2 of the introduction follows from this theorem. Indeed α, β, γ satisfy
the conditions of Theorem 2 exactly when there are α˜ ⊂ α and β˜ ⊂ β such that the
Littlewood-Richardson coefficient c γ
α˜ β˜
is positive. By the Green-Klein theorem [9]
this is equivalent to the existence of a short exact sequence of modules 0 → B˜ →
C → A˜→ 0, with A˜ of type α˜, B˜ of type β˜, and C of type γ. Taking A of type α
and B of type β, there is an epimorphism B → B˜ and a monomorphism A˜ → A,
and this gives the required exact sequence B → C → A.
We now turn to the question of the minimality of these lists of inequalities.
Knutson, Tao, and Woodward [12] have announced that, for n ≥ 3, the inequalities
(†) and (†IJK), for (I, J,K) ∈ R
n
r and r < n, when restricted to the hyperplane
defined by
∑n
i=1 γi =
∑n
i=1 αi +
∑n
i=1 βi, are independent: if any one is left out,
the cone defined by the others is strictly larger. It is not hard to deduce from this
the independence of our inequalities, where the hyperplane condition is replaced by
an inequality to be on one side of it:
Theorem 6. For any n ≥ 1, the inequalities (†) and (†IJK) for (I, J,K) ∈ R
n
r
and 1 ≤ r ≤ n, are independent.
Proof. For n = 1 we have only the inequality γ1 ≤ α1+β1. For n = 2 there are seven
inequalities α1 ≥ α2, β1 ≥ β2, γ1 ≥ γ2, γ1 ≤ α1+β1, γ2 ≤ α2+β1, γ2 ≤ α1+β2, and
γ1+γ2 ≤ α1+α2+β1+β2, which are easily verified to be independent. For n ≥ 3,
we know that none of the chamber inequalities (†) or the inequalities (†IJK) for
(I, J,K) ∈ Rnr and r < n can be omitted; indeed, if one is omitted, the others, even
when restricted to the hyperplane
∑n
i=1 γi =
∑n
i=1 αi +
∑n
i=1 βi, define a larger
cone. Finally, the last inequality (†IJK), for I = J = K = [n], cannot be omitted,
since for example the triple α = β = γ = (n− 1, n− 3, . . . ,−n+3,−n+1) is in the
boundary hyperplane but all the other inequalities are strict (cf. [6], Lemma 2).
Granting the corresponding assertion from [12], the inequalities (†) and (†I) for
I ∈ Rn(m) in Theorem 3 are independent. Again the special case n = 2, with its
2m+1 inequalites, is handled directly. The same holds for the inequalities (†) and
(†IK) (for those I,K such that σλ(K) appears in
∏m
s=1 σλ(I(s))) in Theorem 5.
There are similar results when the majorization is taken from the other side.
Since no new ideas are required for the proof (Lemma 3 is not even needed), we
leave the proof, as well as the statements of variations as in the remark after
Theorem 5, and the corresponding assertions about the minimality of the list of
inequalities, to the reader.
Theorem 7. Given weakly decreasing sequences α(1), . . . , α(m) and γ of real num-
bers of length n, the following are equivalent:
(1)
∑m
s=1
∑
i∈I(s) αi(s) ≤
∑
k∈K γk for all I(1), . . . , I(m),K of cardinality r ≤
n such that ωK appears [with coefficient 1] in
∏m
s=1 ωI(s).
(2) There are Hermitian [real symmetric] [quaternionic Hermitian] n by n ma-
trices A(1), . . . , A(m), C with A(1) + . . .+ A(m) ≤ C.
If all αi(s) and γi are integers, these are equivalent to:
(3) There are integral α˜(s) with α˜i(s) ≥ αi(s) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and for all s [with
α˜(s) = α(s) for all s 6= s0, for any given s0], such that V (γ) occurs in
V (α˜(1))⊗ . . .⊗ V (α˜(m)).
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If all α(s) and γ are partitions, these are equivalent to:
(4) There is a partition γ˜ ⊂ γ such that V (γ˜) occurs in V (α(1))⊗. . .⊗V (α(m)).
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